01. I am 101 years old (歳 sui). And you…? Pattern 54 Answer 018

02. Beavis (屁尾 Bi Wči) said, "I no longer have any friends." Pattern 55 Answer 096

03. The people in the library (圖書館) are all asleep (睡覺 shuí jiào) at the moment. Pattern 63 Answer 462
04. The government (政府 zhèng fǔ) gave that person who could not run up the mountain a lot of money. Pattern 65 Answer 167

05. Is the Central Library (中央图书馆 Zhōng Yāng Tú Shū Guǎn) the big one, or is the library of the Normal University (師範大學 Shī Fān Dà Xué) the big one? Pattern 74 Answer 510
06. She sang songs (唱歌 chàng gē) for an hour (鐘頭 zhōngtou). Pattern 77 Answer 294

07. We all don't have the fame (有名 yǒu míng) of Sun Yat-sen (孫中山 Sūn Zhōng-shān). Pattern 81 Answer 323

08. Teacher gave the student who went to buy books $100. Pattern 85 Answ 920.
09. Originally (原來 yuán lái) there were nine people; now there are only eight people. Pattern 22 Answer 222

10. Having arrived at the bank (銀行 yīn háng), turn right (往 wǎng) (拐 guǎi) (右 yòu). Pattern 22 Answer 311
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